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Preface 

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Office ofInspector General (OIG) was 
established by the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (Public Law 107-296) by amendment to 
the Inspector General Act of 1978. This is one of a series of audit, inspection, and special 
reports prepared as part of our oversight responsibilities to promote economy, efficiency, and 
effectiveness within the department. 

This report presents the information technology (IT) management letter for the United States 
Coast Guard (CG) component of the FY 2007 DHS financial statement audit as of September 
30, 2007. It contains observations and recommendations related to information technology 
internal control that were not required to be reported in the financial statement audit report 
(OIG-08-12, November 2007) and represents the separate restricted distribution report 
mentioned in that report. The independent accounting firm KPMG LLP (KPMG) performed 
the audit of CG's FY 2007 financial statements and prepared this IT management letter. 
KPMG is responsible for the attached IT management letter dated December 14,2007, and 
the conclusions expressed in it. We do not express opinions on DHS' financial statements or 
internal control or conclusion on compliance with laws and regulations. 

The recommendations herein have been developed to the best knowledge available to our 
office, and have been discussed in draft with those responsible for implementation. It is our 
hope that this report will result in more effective, efficient, and economical operations. We 
express our appreciation to all of those who contributed to the preparation of this report 

Richard L. Skinner
 
Inspector General
 



KPMG LLP 
2001 M Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20036 

December 14,2007 

Chief Financial Officer 
U.S. Coast Guard 

Chief Information Officer 
U.S. Coast Guard, 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

We were engaged to audit the balance sheet of the U.S. Department ofRomeland Security (DRS) as of 
September 30,2007, and the related statement of custodial activity for the year then ended (referred to 
herein as "financial statements"). We were not engaged to audit the statements of net cost, changes in net 
position, and budgetary resources for the year ended September 30, 2007 (referred to herein as "other 
financial statements"). Because ofmatters discussed in our Independent Auditors' Report, dated 
November 15,2007, the scope ofour work was not sufficient to enable us to express, and we did not 
express, an opinion on the financial statements. 

In connection with our fiscal year 2007 engagement, we considered Coast Guard's internal control over 
financial reporting by obtaining an understanding of Coast Guard's internal control, determining 
whether internal controls had been placed in operation, assessing control risk, and performing tests of 
controls in order to determine our procedures. We limited our internal control testing to those controls 
necessary to achieve the objectives described in Government Auditing Standards and OMB Bulletin No. 
07-04, Audit Requirementsfor Federal Financial Statements. We did not test all internal controls 
relevant to operating objectives as broadly defined by the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act of 
1982 (FMFIA). The objective ofour engagement was not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of 
DRS' internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the 
effectiveness of DRS' internal control over financial reporting. Further, other matters involving internal 
control over financial reporting may have been identified and reported had. we been able to perform all 
procedures necessary to express an opinion on the DRS balance sheet as of September 30, 2007, and the 
related statement of custodial activity for the year then ended, and had we been engaged to audit the 
other fiscal year 2007 financial statements. 

A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or 
employees, in the normal course ofperforming their assigned functions, to prevent or detect 
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control deficiency, or combination of 
control deficiencies, that- adversely affects DRS' ability to initiate. authorize, record; process, or report 
financial data reliably in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles such that there 
is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of DRS' financial statements that is more than 
inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by DHS' internal control over financial reporting. A 
material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that results in 
more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not be 
prevented or detected by DRS' internal control. 

The control deficiencies described in this letter include (1) the significant deficiencies and material 
weaknesses presented in our Independent Auditors' Report dated November 15, 2007, Exhibits I and n, 
Comment C - Financial Systems Security, included in the fiscal year (FY) 2007 DHS Annual Financial 
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Report and (2) other internal control and operational matters with respect to information technology 
identified during our audit. The significant deficiencies and other comments described herein have been 
discussed with the appropriate members of management, or communicated through a Notice of Finding 
and Recommendation (NFRs); and is intended For Official Use Only. We aim to use our knowledge of 
DRS' organization gained during our audit engagement to make comments and suggestions that we 
hope will be useful to you. We have not considered internal control since the date of our Independent 
Auditors 'Report. 

The Table of Contents on the next page identifies each section of the letter. In addition, we have provided 
a description of key Coast Guard financial systems and information technology infrastructure within the 
scope of the FY 2007 DRS financial statement audit is provided in Appendix A; a description of each 
internal control finding is provided in Appendix B; and the current status ofthe prior year NFRs is 
presented in Appendix C. Our comments related to financial management and reporting internal controls 
have been presented in a separate letter to the Office ofInspector General and the DRS Chief Financial 
Officer dated December 14,2007. 

This report is intended solely for the information and use of DRS management, DRS Office ofInspector 
General, OMB, U.S. Government Accountability Office, and the U.S. Congress, and is not intended to be 
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties. 

Very truly yours, 



United States Coast Guard
 
Information Technology Management Letter
 

For the FY 2007 DHS Financial Statement Audit Engagement
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OBJECTIVE, SCOPE AND APPROACH
 

We performed audit procedures over Coast Guard's general controls in support of the Audit of the DRS 
balance sheet as of September 30, 2007 and related statement of custodial activity for the year then ended. 
The overall objective of our audit procedures was to evaluate the effectiveness of information technology 
(IT) general controls of Coast Guard'sfinancial processing environment and related IT infrastructure as 
necessary to support the engagement. The Federal Information System Controls Audit Manual 
(FISCAM), issued by the Government Accountability Office,. formed the basis of our audit procedures. 
Further information related to the scope of the Coast Guard's IT general controls assessment is described 
in Appendix A 

FISCAM was designed to inform financial auditors about IT controls and related audit concerns to assist 
them in planning their audit work and to integrate the work of auditors with other aspects of the financial 
audit. FISCAM also provides guidance to IT auditOrs when considering the scope and extent of review 
that generally should be perfonned when evaluating general controls and the IT environment of a federal 
agency. FISCAM defines the following six control functions to be essential to the effective operation of 
the general IT controls environment. 

•	 Entity~wide security program planning and management - Controls that provide .a framework and 
continuing cycle of activity for managing risk,. developing security policies, assigning responsibilities, 
and monitoring the adequacy of computer-related security controls. 

•	 Access control - Controls that litnit and/or monitor accesS to computer resources (data, programs, 
equipment, and facilities)" to protect against unauthorized modification, loss, and disclosure. 

•	 Application software development and change control ~ Controls that help to prevent the 
implementation ofunauthorlzed programs or modifications to existing programs. 

•	 System software - Controls that limit and monitor acceSs to powerfui programs that operate computer 
hardware. 

•	 Segregation ofduties - Controls that constitute policies, procedures, and an organizational structure to 
prevent one individual from controlling key aspects of computer-related operations, thus deterring 
unauthorized actions or access to assets or records. 

•	 Service continuity - Controls that involve procedures for continuing critical operations without 
interruption, or with prompt resumption, when unexpected events occur. 

To complement our general IT controls audit procedures, we also performed technical security testing for 
key network and system devices. The technical security testing was performed from within select DRS 
facilities, and focused on test, development, and production devices that directly support Coast Guard's 
financial processing and key general support systems. 

In addition to testing Coast Guard's general control environment, We performed application control tests 
on a limited number of Coast Guard financial systems and applications. The application control testing 
was performed to assess the controls that support the financial systems' internal controls over the input, 
processing, and output of financial data and transactions. 

Application Controls - Application controls are the structure, policies, and procedures that apply to 
separate, individual application systems, such as accounts payable, inventory,or payroll environment to 
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ensure that security settings, once instituted, remain in place and to identify vulnerabilities that require 
correction. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Background: Controls over IT and related financial systems are essential elements of financial reporting 
integrity. Effective general controls in an IT and financial systems environment are typically defined in 
six key control areas: entity-wide security program planning and management, access controls, 
application software development and change control, system software, segregation of duties, and service 
continuity. In addition to general controls, financial systems contain application controls, which are the 
structure, policies, and procedures that apply to control access to an application, separate individuals from 
accessing particular application modules such as ac'Counts payable, inventory, payroll, grants, or loans, 
and assess if the specific interface and edit controls are in place, as defined by management. 

During the fiscal year 2006 DHS Financial Statement Audit, 44 IT general and application control NFRs 
were identified and issued. Dl.1ting fisoal year 2007, Coast Guard took actions to improve aspects of their 
IT general and application control environment and to address prior year IT control issues. Coast Guard 
did take corrective action in the areas of implementing incident response procedures, ensuring that back
up ofkey financial data is being conduoted, and exit and entranoe prooedures have been implemented at 
Coast Guard's Financial Center. However, Coast Guard did not make all of necessary improvements that 
they had planned to during the year. During the 2007 IT testing, we identified a total of42 findings, of 
these 40 are repeated findings, either partially or in whole, from the prior year and 6 were new IT 
findings. 

All six general control areas included control deficiencies (IT NFRs) that present a reasonably possible 
chance of impacting financial data integrity. The deficiencies included: I) excessive access to key Coast 
Guard financial applications, 2) application change control processes that are not adequately designed nor 
operating effectively, 3) entity-wide security program issues involving personnel background issues, 4) 
system software weaknesses involving patch management and configuration management, 5) segregation 
of duties involving Jack ofpolicies and procedures and excessive privilege access issues, and 6) service 
continuity iSsues involvingthe lack of disaster recovery testing. The continued and the new additional 
internal control weaknesses were the result of a lack of organization and prioritization in taking the 
necessary corrective actions and a mis-understanding ofthe necessary steps to identify and address the 
root cause ofprior-year weaknesses and implement appropriate oorrective action plans. Several 
significant and serious IT general control weaknesses remain that collectively limit Coast Guard's ability 
to ensure that critical financial and operational data is maintained in a manner to ensure confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability. 
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IT FINDINGS BY AUDIT AREA 

Conditions: In fiscal year 2007, the following IT and financial system control weaknesses were identified 
at Coast Guard. Many of the issues identified during our fiscal year 2097 engagement Were also 
identified during fiscal year 2006. These following IT and financial system control weaknesses result in 
IT being reported as a material weakness in the DHS Internal Control report. 

1.	 Access controls -We noted: 

•	 A large number of instances ofweak password configurations for key finanoialapplications that 
do not meet DHS requirements. 

•	 A large number of instances of missing and weak user passwords on key servers and databases 
which process and house financial data. 

•	 A large number ofinstances where user account lists were not periodically reviewed for 
appropriateness, and inappropriate authorizations and excessive USer access privileges were 
allowed. 

•	 Instances where workstations, servers, or network devices were configured without necessary 
security patchesot were not configured securely. 

•	 Instances where application and database accounts are not immediately disabled upon an
 
employee or contractor's teIll1inatiQn.
 

•	 Excessive aCCeSS existed within financial applications. Specifically, instances of generic shared 
accounts exist on the financial applications. These accounts have every privilege within the 
application, including the ability to create/delete/modify uSer accounts. 

•	 User accounts on financial applications are not timed~out after 20 minutes of inactivity. 

•	 The mostrestrictive security settings for the audit logging of highly privileged accounts and the 
protection of datasets were not enabled for a financial application. 

•	 Coast Guard systems are not compliant with DHS requirements. Coast Guard systems have been 
configured to track and lock accounts that have not been utilized in 90 days, DHS· guidance now 
requires that accounts that have not been used in 30 days be deactivated. 

2.	 Application software development and change control- we TIoted: 

•	 The Coast Guard Finance Center _, critical to the management of financial systems, had 
implemented a separate and secondary change control process outside of and conflicting with the 
established change control process. Specifically, this second change control process is used to 
create additional functionality in the system or correct data in the financial applications to make 
up for gaps in the customized software. During our testing ofthis separate process, we identified 
it to be informal, undocumented,and not ~ffective. These deficiencies contribute directly to 
Coast Guard's inability to support their financial reporting aSsertions related to reported financial 
statement balances. 

•	 The contract that Coast Guard has with their software vendor does not include security 

confi.i.g.. Uta.t.io.n r	 .. ... to. dUrin...g th~ratio.·.n manag.ement process .. equl.·.remen.ts.tha.t. mu.st. b.e adh.·.ere.d
thereby causing security vulnerabilities to be present on key _ financial systems. 

•	 Instances where policies and pro.cedures regarding change controls were not in place to prevent 
users from having COTIcurrentacCess to the development, test, and production environments of the 
system. 
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• Instances where changes made to the configuration ofthe system were not always documented 

~.System C.h.a..ng.. e Requests (S.·.CRS), te.•. st pl.ans., te.·st resul.t.s.' OIS.... o.ftwa.. re m..od.ifi.lcation.s at 
_ and at Coast Guard's Personnel Service Center~. Additionally, documented 
approval did not exist, or Was not always retained, for emergency enhancements, "bug" fixes, and 
data fixes, and in some cases, audit logs for tracking changes to the data or systems were not 
activated. 

•	 Changes to a financial application were implemented in the production environment prior to 
management approval. 

3.	 Entity~wide security program planning and management ~ we noted: 

•	 Despite continued improvements in the process ofperforming Certification and Accreditation 
(C&A) onT systems, a major financial application was not properly certified and accredited, in 
compliance with DHS' lriformation Technology Security Program Sensitive Systems Handbook, 
4300A (DBS 4300A) and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guidance. 

•	 Instances where background investigations of contractors employed to operate, manage and 
Provid.e security over IT systems.,;ere not be.ing~co~du.cte.df.elated to Coast Guard. 
Headquarters and _. Additionally at the _, thirteen (13) contractors were foreIgn 
nationals with sensitive IT security positions such as database administrators and system 
administrators. These contractors did not have a completed waiver from DHS and the _ 
was in the process of initiating background investigations for them this fiscal year. 

•	 Background investigations and reinvestigations for civilian personnel have not been performed in 
accordance with DHS guidance. 

4.	 System software ~ we noted: 

•	 Patch management weaknesses continue to exist On host supporting Coast Guard financial 
systems. 

•	 Configuration management weaknesses continue to exist on Coast Guard financial systems. 

5.	 Segregation of duties - we noted: 

•	 An instance where the policy and proc.edures to define and implement segregation of duties were 
not properly developed and/or implemented at the_. . 

•	 Access control weaknesses identified during our IT testing also contributed to numerous instances 
where access to data could lead to various incompatible function issues, including an individual 
who enters an applicant's data into a financial system also has the ability to hire the applicant in 
the system. 

•	 Database administration accounts are shared and activities performed with these accounts are not 
logged and reviewed. 

•	 One developer for a financial system had access to an elevated privilege in production. 

6.	 Service continuity - we noted: 

•	 Disaster Recovery Planning (DRP) has not been completed. Specifically, DRPs for the _ 
and Coast Guard's Operations Supply Center ~) are in draft form and have not been tested. 
In addition, the Memorandum ofUnderstandings (MOUs) to finalize the plans are not complete. 
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, Application Controls: 

•	 We did not identify any findings during our testing of the Coast Guard application controls. 
However, it should be noted that our application testing was limited due to the seriousness of 
audit findings that limited the completion ofplanned auditprocedures. 

Cause/Effect: Many of these weaknesses were inherited from system development activities that did not 
incorporate strong security controls during the initial implementation'of the systelTI and will take several 
years to fully address. These weaknesses exist both in the design and documentation ofprocess and the 
impl~mentation of adequate security controls over processes and within financial systems. Specifically, 
policies and procedures supporting the operation ofvarious processes within control areas such as change 
control and access controls were developed without taking into account stringent security practices. 
Consequently, as policies and procedures are updated many Coast Guard components have struggled to 
move aW<iY from previous methodologies and fully implement and enforce these new controls. 

Furthermore, there is no consistent and thorough testing oflT controls by Coast Guard to identify and 
mitigate weaknesses. Additionally, when weaknesses in controls or processes are identified, the 
corrective actions t<iken more often address the symptom ofthe problem and not the root cause. The' 
primary example of this is the second change control process that was implemented to address 
function<ility weaknesses in the Coast Guard financial systems. Instead of implementing cQrrective 
actions to address the functionality issues identified in the application, workarounds were implemented so 
that the system could continue functioning. The effect ofthese numerous IT weaknesses identified during 
our testing impacts the reliability, confidentiality and integrity of Coast Guard's fin<incial d<it<i. Many of 
these weaknesses, especially those in the area of change control, may result in material errors' in Coast 
Guard's financial data that are not detected, in a timely manner, in the normal course of business. In 
addition, <is a result of the continuous presence of serious IT deficiencies, there is added pressure on the 
mitigating manual controls to be operating effectively at all times. Since manual controls are operated by 
people, there cannot be a reasonable expectation that they would be able to be in place at all times and in 
all areas. 

Criteria: The Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) passed as part of the ElectroniC 
Government Act oj2002, mandates that Federal entities maintain IT security programs in accordance with 
OMB and NIST guidance. OMB CircularNo. A-BO, Management ofFederal Information Resources, and 
various NIST guidelines describe specific essential criteria for maintaining effective general IT controls. In 
addition OMB Circular No. A-l27 prescribes policies and stand<irdsfor executive departments and agencies 
to follow in developing, operating,evaluating, and reporting on financial management systems. In closing, 
for this year's IT audit we assessed the DRS component's compliance with DRS' 4300A. 

Recommendati0l1s: We recommend that the DHS Office of Chief Information Officer in coordination
 
with the OCFO and the Coast Guard make the following improvements to the Coast Guard's financial
 
management systems:
 

1.	 For access control: 

a)	 Enforce password controls that meet DHS' password requirements on all key financial systems; 

b)	 Implement an account managem.ent certification process within all the Coast Guard components 
to ensure the periodic review ofuser accounts for appropriate access and to ensure that generic 
accounts do not exist on the system; 
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c)	 Implement and appropriately implement an access authorization process that ensures that a 
request is completed and documented for each individual prior tb granting him/her access toa 
financial application or database; 

d)	 Implement a process to ensure that all accounts of terminated individuals from the system are 
immediately removed/end~dated/disabled upon their departure, This includes both terminated 
employees and contractors; 

e)	 Implement a periodic review process of accounts that have been inactive by the specified period 
oftime outlined in DRS guidance; 

f)	 Configure financial applications settings to be compliant with DRS guidance to ensure that 
account sessions are locked out after 20 minutes of inactivity and that accounts are locked after 
90 days ofinactivity; 

g)	 Implement a patch and security configuration process, and enforce the requirement that systems 
are periodically tested by Coast Guard; and 

h)	 Conduct periodic vulnerability assessments, whereby systems are periodically reviewed for 
access controls not in compliance with DRS and Federal guidance and ensure that action is taken 
to remediate any security weaknesses identified, 

2,	 For application software development and change control: 

a)	 Reevaluate and revise the contract between Coast Guard and the software vendor Or otherwise 
ensure that the security configurations associated with the application changes and software 
patches are in compliance with DRS and NIST guidance for financial applications; 

b)	 Implement a single, integrated change control process over the Coast Guard's financial systems 
with appropriate internal controls to include clear lines of authority to the financial management 
personnel and to enforce responsibilities of all participants in the process and documentation 
requirements; and 

c)	 Further develop and enforce policies that require changes to the configuration of the system are 
approved and documented, and audit logs are activated and reviewed on a periodic basis, 

3,	 For entity~wide security program planning and management: 

a)	 Properly develop and implement C&A packages for all major Coast Guard financial applications 
while including the appropriate analysis and documentation of its associated subsystems 
according to DRS and NIST guidance; and 

b)	 Enforce DRS' policy to ensure that all contractors and civilian personnel go through the
 
appropriate background/suitability check and periodic reinvestigations,
 

4,	 For system software, actively monitor the use of and changes related to operating systems and other 
sensitive utility software and hardware, Additionally perform corrective actions on weaknesses 
identified, 

5,	 For segregation ofduties: 

a)	 Document the user responsibilities so that incompatible duties are consistently separated, Ifthis 
is not feasible given the smaller size of certain functions, then sufficient compensating controls, 
such as periodic peer reviews., should be implemented; 

b)	 Implement policies and procedures developed to enforce segregation of duties; and 

c) Ensure that no developers on a particular financial application have access to production for that 
application, 
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6.	 For service continuity: 

a) Develop and implement complete current business continuity plans and system disaster recovery 
plans; 

b) Perform testing of key service continuity capabilities; and 

c) Finalize MODs pertaining to current business continuity plans and system disaster recovery 
plans.	 . 
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Management Comments and OIG Evaluation 

We obtained written comments on a draft of this report from the CG CIO. Generally, the CG CIO agreed 
with all of the report's findings and recommendations. We have incorporated the comments where 
appropriate and included a copy of the comments in their entirety at Appendix D. 

OIG Response 

We agree with the steps that CG is taking tosatisty these recommendations. 
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Appendix A 

DESCRIPTION OF FINANCIAL SYSTEMS AND IT INFRASTRUCTURE 

Below isa description of significant Coast Guard financial management systems and supporting IT 
infrastruoture included in the scope ofthe FY 2007 balance sheet audit engagement. 

Locations of Audit: Coast Guard Head' uarters in the Coast Guard Finance 
Center _ in the in_ 
~dthe 

Key Systems Subject to Audit: 

•	 • is the' that is the principal 
~,edg,er for, recording finanoial t,r,ansactio,ns for the C,.oast Guard. _, is hosted at 
_, the Coast Guard's primary data center. It is a customized version of Oracle 
Financials. 

• - The. application is used to create and post 
obligations to the core accounting system. It allows users to enter funding, create purchase 

qre ,uest,s" is'sue pro,curem"ent d,oC,ume,n,ts, pe,r,f0;l,, ,',13 st,em ad,m,,ini,stration" r,esp,o,nS,ibilities, and 
reconcile weekly ro ram element status reports. is interconnected with the _ system. 

• ~ - is the document im~ocessing system, 
which is integrated with an Oracle Developer/2000 relational database. _ allows 
e1ectro~~c ?ata and s,cann,ed ~do~u.ments to be. imaged and processed for data v,erific,ati?,n, 
reconCIlIatIOn and payment. _ utIlIzes MarkVIew software to scan documents and to VIew 
the images of scanned documents and to render images of electronic data received. 

•	 _ - _ is a commercial product used to reconcile payment information 
retrieved from the United States Department of the Treasury. It reconciles transaction items 
that Treasury has processed to transaction items Coast Guard has sent to Treasury. This system 
is hosted on a Windows server. 

• - _ is a Microsoft 
Access Database and is maintained at and information from~loaded to this 
instance monthly with other Coast Guard gl;:)neraUedger balances. After reconciliation and 
adjustment, balancing information is uploaded into DHS TIER. 

• - _ is a mainframe application used for 
paying Coast Guard active and reserve personnel's payroll. 

•	 ..- _ is a mainframe application used for paying Coast Guard retiree personnel 
payroll. 

• ~-Fonne~ed the Supply Center 
Computer Replacement S is hosterlat ,.'. _ i,s the primary" financial 
application for the ( , the Supply Fund, and the Coast 
Guard Yard fund. 

• 
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Appendix B 

COAST GUARD IT NOTICES OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS THAT
 
CONTRIBUTED TO THE DEPARTMENT'S MATERIAL WEAKNESS OVERFINANCIAL
 

SYSTEMS SECURITY
 

Notice of Findings and Recommendation - Definition of Risk Ratings: 

The Notice ofFindings and Recommendations (NFR) were risk ranked as High, Medium, and Low 
based upon the potential impact that each weakness could have on the DRS component's control 
environment and on the integrity of the financial data residing on the DRS component's financial 
systems. In addition, analysis was conducted collectively on all the NFRs to assess connections 
between individual NFRs, which when joined together could lead to a control weakness occurring 
with more likelihood and/or higher impact potential. 

High Risk: A control weakness serious in nature to create a potential material misstatement to the 
financial statements. 

Medium Risk: A control weakness, in conjunction with other events, less severe - in nature than a 
high risk issue, which could lead to a misstatement to the financial statements. 

Low Risk: A control weakness minimal in impact to the financial statements. 

The risk ratings included in this report are intended solely to assist management in prioritizing its 
corrective actions. 
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COAST GUARD IT NOTICES OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS THAT CONTRIBUTED TO TlIE DEPARTMENT'S 
MATERIAL WEAKNESS OVER FINANCIAL SYSTEMS SECURITY 

CG-IT The business Contingency and Disaster Recovery • 
07-01 Plan {DRB..9.i.s in draft form and has n_o.t.blilee.n.--• 

tested for _ and.. Additionally,. 

has drafted a memlililor.an.·-.dum..•-.o.f.un.derstandinL
(MOD) with the. _ • 
for reciprocal services; however, the MOD is 
currently in draft fonn. 

• 

CG"IT The change control policy is not • 

Finalize and implement the COOP 
and ensure that it addresses disaster 
recovery procedures for. and•••
Finalize the MOD with the • and 
document associated restoration 
procedures so that the OSC can serve 
as an alternate processing site in the 
event that the finance center is 
unavailable. 

Periodically test the COOP and 
evaluate the results of the testwork so 
that the COOP can be adjusted to 
correct any deficiencies identified 
during testing. 

x Medium 
07-02 adequate as it does not accurately reflect a robust 

change management process. Specifically, the 
policy does not detail requirements for requesting, 
testing, and approving changes. Furthermore, 
there are no formalized requirements pertaining to 
retention of supporting documentation and the 
roles and responsibilities of personnel in 
the process. 

Additionally. the [!iCY does not ad_equately 
reflect the environment and change 
control.oces.s that was utilized during the 

upgrade performed this fiscal year. • 
Examples of inconsistencies include the references 
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to service packs, data fixes and the testing 
procedures completed. 

CG~IT

07-03 

CG~IT

07-04 

Personnel Service Center ~ has not 
implemented corrective action to address the prior 
year finding and the _ system is not 
scheduled for decommissioning until-December 
2.007. However,. has implemented a 
mitigating control to reduce the risk associated 
with the finding. Specifically,. itnplemented 
the use of Common Access Cards (CAC) in May 
2007 which must be used toanthenticate to the 
netw.ork using a six to eight digit~ Prior to 
implementing the use of a CAC, _ required 
users to log onto the network using a strong 

assword. 
There are 4 conditions present in this NFR; 
which were identified during our FY07 follow~ 

up testwork associated with NFR CG-IT-06
013: 
• We determined that from October 1, 2006 

through July 24, 2007, • had not yet 
implemented policies and procedures for 
use in managing terminations, including the 
use of the Outgoing Personnel Form. We 
are reporting this as an issue since the policy 
and procedures were not in place for a 
majority of the fiscal year. This condition 
willnot have an associated recommendation 
since. has taken the corrective action to 
develop and issue. Instruction 1320.2A. 

• Outgoing Personnel Forms were not 
completed for one offive individuals 
selected for testing. 

• We also identified that the account of one 
terminated individual remained active 

• 

• 

should: 
Strictly enforce the newly 

developed procedure and ensure 
that outgoing personnel forms or 
checkout sheets are completed for 
all departing military, civilian and 
contractor personneL 
Removal the accounts by the. 
Technical Support group of 
terminated individuals immediately 
upon receiving notification of the 
termination. 

x 

x 

Low 

Low 
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within _ until 90 days after his last
 
logon before his accountwasrevoked as
 
part oIthe _ review process.
 

•	 The account of a second terminated
 
individual remains .active within the system,
 
although it has been configured to
 
automatically log out the terminated
 
individual if he attempts to login. Although
 
this is a low risk issue, the existence of this
 
account still presents a potential risk to the
 

data. 
CG~IT has developed policies and procedures for should: x Medium 
OJ-OS requesting,. authorizing, testing and approving • 

operating system changes. However, we noted
 
during our testing that those polices and
 
procedures are not being consistently followed for
 
such changes. Additionally, a testing
 
baseline/standard has not been established to
 
ensure that operating system changes have not
 
adversely affected portions of the system that were
 
not intended to be affected. Lastly,. was
 
unable to reconcile changes to the operating
 
system to a listing of authorized operating system
 
changes to ensure that all changes have been
 
appropriately approved.
 •	 

•	 

Modify the existing Systems
 
DevelopmentLifecyde Document
 
(SDLe) or create neW change
 
managementprocedures that are
 
tailored to the operating system
 
environment. These procedures
 
should detail.out the requirements
 
for requesting, authorizing, testing
 
and approving operating system
 
changes and should note the
 
documentation that should be
 
retained for each change.
 

Establish a testing 
baseline/standard that can be tested 
each time a change is introduced 
into the operating system to ensure 
that each change does not affect 
portions of the system that were not 
intended to be changed. This could 
be accomplished by developing a 
checklist and requiring that the 
checklist be completed each time a 
change is made.. 
Establish procedures to be followed 
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to ensure that all changes to the 
operating system can be tied hack 
toalistingofauthorizedop~ating 

sYstem changes.
 
CG-IT
 The contract that Coast Guard HQ has ·with the CG-841 should reevaluate and revise x High 
07-06 • and. software vendor does not include the .contract between Coast Guard and
 

security configuration requirements that must be
 the. and. software vendor or
 
adhered to during the co.~ation management
 otherwise ensure that the security
 
process. Consequently, _ and.builds and
 configurations associated with the
 
maintenance packs may not be configured and
 builds, service packs, and software
 
implemented with comprehensive security
 patches are in compliance with DHS
 
configuration requirements. Coast Guard
 and mST guidance for. and•.
 
recognizes the absence of security requirements
 
and indicated that the contract with the vendor will
 
be reassessed in 2008 during the contract renewal
 
process with Coast Guard HQand corrective
 
actions will be taken at that time.
 

t--,.---,---t-	 -------::----t-,
CG-IT now requires passwords to should: x Low 
07-07 be eight characters in length and does not allow • Continue to seek improvements to
 

a user to set his/her password to the same as the
 _ sign-ontechnology that
 
previous eight passwords. However, KPMG
 would enforce password
 
detennined that. has not implemented the
 complexity requirements to meet
 
following password requirements.:
 DHS 4300A standards. 

• Educate all employees and 
•	 Passwords shall contain special characters contractors ofDHS 4300A password 
•	 Passwords shall not contain any dictionary requirements so they can set their
 

word
 passwords in accordance with policy 
•	 Passwords shall not contain any proper noun despite the systems inability to
 

or the name of any person, pet, child, or
 enforce them.
 
fictional character
 

•	 Passwords shall not contain any employee
 
serial number, Social Security number, birth
 
date, phone number, or any information that
 
could be readily guessed about the creator
 
ofthe password
 

•	 Passwords shall not contain anv simDle 
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1-----:-.....,.--,-_-
CG-IT-
07-08
 

pattern of letters or numbers, such as 
"qwerty" or "xyz123" 

•	 Passwords shall not be any word, noun, or 
name spelled backwards or appended with a 
single digit or with a two-digit "year" string, 
such as 98xyz123 

•	 Passwords shall not be the same as the User 

+--=::::--iID
The
 
NO is 
not enabled. enables the 
activities of users with the OPERATIONS 
attribute to be logged to the system management 
facility while protects datasets 
by requiring every dataset to have a _ role 
covering it. 

Additionally, during our testing _ofE.' 

accounts, we determined that five 

Pier.s.Onll••e.l.a.c,c.o.un,ts have both the , and
I. attributes and two of these 
individuals are system programmers. Although 
each account has been assigned to only one 
individual, no audit logging to track 
accountability has been enabled. 

should: 

•	 Set" security settings to the 
most restrictive modes possible. 
~he following 
__settings should be 

chan~, 
-	 __0 

Enable PROTECTALL in fail 
mode 

•	 Develop policies and procedures 
forthe generation and review of 
audit logs to ensure that actions 
performed by individuals with 
privileged accounts are aWiiTriate. 

•	 Review access to sensitive
 
privileges to ensure that the
 

x Medium 

Furthermore, two hi~Vilegedgeneric 
accounts exist in the_system. The first 

acco,unt,,__,iSa sys,te.ml.a.ccllollun.t that 
has both and.
 
attributes, According to IBM security standards,
 
the account should be disabled.
 
However, this account is still active within
 
the system and used by the system prograrruner
 
to reset the password 011 his account when he
 

principle of least privilege is
 
enforced so that users privileges
 
extend to only those needed to
 
perform their job functions.
 
Additionally, for those accounts
 
determined to have excessive
 
privileges, revoke unneeded
 
privileges.
 

•	 Revoke the _ccount in_. 
gets locked out. The second accountnoted,
 

I I I • Revoke the III I I 
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, was identified asan old account used for 
a system install and_management indicated 
that this account will be revoked in the system.. 

CG-IT
07-09 

Although has developed re-entry 
procedures, continued to ·lirnit entry into the data 
center and created a curriculum that mustbe 
cOmpleted annually by data center staff, weakness 
were noted in the process. Specifically, we 
determined that 19 individuals, specified below, 
had 24 hour a day access to the data center and 
had not yet completed the training: 

We recommend that implement 
corrective action to ensure that all 
personnel with access to the data center 
have completed the data center 
emergency response training. 

x Low 

- 13 individuals (building owners, property 
managers and their resjctive.• contractor.s.) 
- 4 members of Senior Management 
- 2secunty guards 

CG-IT
07~10 

Lastly, we identified four employees, each with 24 
hour access to the data center that had not yet 
completed the training as ofJuly 2007. Upon 
notifying ofthis exception, th.elllfo.ur••..•• 
individuals completed the training and • 
rovided KPMG with supporting evidence. 
No formal procedures have been developed or 
implemented by Coast Guard Headquarters to 
address DHS requirements surrounding the 
suitability screening of contractors .accessing 
DRS IT systems. DRS directives and policies 
require Coast Guard and other DHScomponents 
to ensure the completion ofbackground 
investigations for all contractors accessing IT 
systems.. The type ofbackground investigations 
should be based on the risk level of their future 
position at Coast Guard and are required to be 
completed prior to the start of work. However, no 
Coast Guard guidance exists to reauire Coast 

• 

• 

Implement procedures to ensure 
compliance with DHS policies for the 
background investigations of . 
contracting personnel, such as DHS 
4300A. 
Ensure that all contracts procured by 
Coast Guard HQ, include the 
appropriate suitability designation for 
contracting personnel working on the 
contract and require completion of 
suitability checks specific to the 
position risk level prior to beginning 

x High 
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Guard components to clear their contractors for 
suitability,especially those with sensitive IT 
positions. 

• 

CG"IT Terminal sessions to _are lockedout after 
07-11 40 minutes of inactivity, rather than20 minutes as 

re uited b DHS.
f,----+-=-:..c.L:. ='-------, 

CG·IT was tested and the 
07-12 was tested at the _ 

( ) which now serves as 
disaster recovery JDR) facility as of July 
2007. 

•	 Additionally, KPMG received a signed copy 
ofthe finalized contract between the. 
and Equinix (the off-site disaster recovery 
facility from October 2006 through June 
2007). 

•	 However, KPMG noted that the following 
prior year weakness.esas not remediated: 

• The. DRP was not tested. 
• A MOUbetween .and_

was not complete~ 
responsible for conducting a domain 
name system }.NS) switch forthe 

for the period of 
October 2006 throug:h June 2007. 

CG-IT is not consistently following the SDLC for all 

No further recommendation regarding 
the MOU with is required. A 
memorandum of agreement (MOA) is 
in place between the. and 

should enforce the change control 

x Low 

x Medium 

x Low
07-13 application changes. Spe.cifically, we requirements outlined in the SDLCand 

inspe.cted documentation associated with four perform periodic spot checks to ensure 
system change proposals (SOP) and their that all documentation associated with 
associated sub-tasks and determined that each change is appropriately retained as 
supporting documentation (i.e., evidence of required. 
testing, peer reviewer approvals,evidence ofjoint 
aoolication desiJmmeetin.e;s and business sponsor 
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approvals) was not available for each change
 
selected for testine:.
 

CG-IT • Enhance currentpolicies and x Low
 
07-14
 procedures for IT role based training 

to require those w~th critical security 
Coast Guard IT Security Awareness Policies and 

responsibilities, such as network 
Procedures lack appropriate criteria for defining 

administrators, system 
personnel with significant IT responsibilities. 

administrators, senior managers and 
Additionally, the personnel that are defined in the 

system owners, to complete the role 
guidance are very limited and do not fully cover 

based training on an annual basis. 
the scope of security responsibilities addressed in 

•	 Deploy the IT role~based training ofDRS requirements. 
civilian personnel with critical IT 
positions down to the Coast Guard 
com-lJonent levels for implementation. 

CG~IT During our FY 2007·follow-up testing, we should complete the fonowing x Medium 
07-15 determined that. had taken correc.tiveaction 

on several of the previously noted vulnerabilities,
 
however several remained. The remaining
 
vulnerabilities are in the following four areas:
 
•	 Account management 1 medium-risk 

vulnerability
 
•	 Configuration management -1 high 

vulnerability
 
•	 Password management - 5 mediUlti risk 

vulnerabilities
 

•	 Patch management~ 1 medium risk 
vulnerability
 

corrective actions to reduce the risk of
 
access control weaknesses associated
 
with_:
 
•	 Upgrade the Oracle Database to a 

version that is currently supported by
 
Oracle. 

• Apply strong passwords to all
 
database accounts. 

• Implement vendor provided fIX:
 
remove the setUID bit from the 
oracle file with command: cd
 
ORACLE_ROMElbin chIDod o-x 
oracle. 

•	 Set minimUlti password age to five 
days()n all accounts. 

•	 S:et maximum password age to 180 
days on all accounts. 

•	 Enable the password expiration 
parameter. 

•	 Enable the password expiration 
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parameter. 
•	 Document the current process used 

for both perfonning vulnerability 
scanS ofthe. network 
environment as required by DRS 
Sensitive Systems Policy Directive 
4300A and for implementing 
corrective action on identified and 
appropriate scan vulnerabilities. 

CG-IT x Low
 
06-16
 

CG-IT should implement the use of x Low
07-17	 mitigating controls fOf those DRS
 

password requirements that cannot be
 
enforced by the system. An example of
 
mitigating controls would include
 
providing the password requirements to
 
each existing and new system user and
 
encouraging them to set their password in
 
compliance with the requirements even
 
though it cannot be enforced or to require
 
both new and existing users to sign a
 
Rules of Behavior (ROB) that notes they
 
are utilizing and will utilize a password in
 
compliance with DHS guidance.
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The. application and database does not Ensure that the. password 
meet the following password requirements configuration meets DRS
 
noted inDHS 4300A:
 requirements. For those 

-Passwords must contain special requirements that caunot be 
Characters implemented, due to system 

-Passwords shall not contain any limitation, implement the use of 
dictionary word mitigating controls to reduce the 

-Passwords shall not contain any proper risk associated with weak 
noun or the name of any person, pet, passwords (i.e., review invalid 
child, or fictional character. Passwords logon attempts to the system, 
shall not contain any employee serial review audit logs, etc). 
number, Social Security number, birth • Remove/end-dateldisable the 
date, phone number, or any information accounts of terminated individuals 
that could be readily guessed about the from the system immediately upon 
creator of the password their departure. This includes both 

-Passwords shall not contain any simple terminated employees and 
pattern of letters or numbers, such as contractors.
 
"qwerty" or "xyz123"
 • Develop and implement access 
-Passwords shall not be any word, noun, control procedures for the • 
or name spelled backwards Or appended system and database accounts. 
with a single digit or with a two~digit These procedures should include, at 

....:J:ear" string, such as 98xyz123. a minimum, steps for reviewing the 
• accounts of terminated individuals are system and database user listings to 
not removed in a timely manner including ensure that all terminated
 
one individual who had user account
 in.dividuals no longerhave active 
management capabilities within the system. accounts, that inactive accounts are 
• application and database accounts are locked, and that privileges
 
not being reviewed for appropriateness.
 associated with each individual are 

still authorized and necessary. 
Additionally, the procedures should 
note the parties that should be 
involved in the review process (i.e. 
- supervisors, database 
administrators and system 
administrators) and supporting 
documentation that should be 
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maintained as a result of the 
review. 

CG-IT We were unable to obtain a copy of the Configure the. password x High• • 
07~19 password configuration from the Coast Guard configuration to be in compliance
 

point ofcontact. However, we performed a
 with DRS guidance. For those
 
demonstration/walkthrough ofthe password
 requirements that cannot be
 
with a point of contact and was able
 implemented, due to system
 
to determine that the password configuration
 limitation, implement the use of
 
is not in compliance with DRS guidance:
 mitigating controls to reduce the risk 
Access request authorizations were associated with weak passwords (i.e.,
 • 
unavailable for nvo individuals granted access
 review invalid logon attempts to the
 
to the. database during FY 2007.
 system, review audit logs, etc).
 

Ensure that a documented and
 • • application and database acco~ts are not
 • 
immediately disabled upon an employee or
 approved access authorization request
 
contractor's termination.
 is completed for each indivi.dual prior 

to granting him/her access to the • Procedures have not been' developed to 
application or database. require periodic account reviews to be 

performed to ensure that all users and their • Ensure that the system
 
associated pri~es are appropriate.
 administrators,systemowners, and 

database administrators are notified • Although the. systemhas been configured 
of terminated employees and to track and lock accounts that have not been 
contractors so that they can be utilized in 90 days, DHS guidance now 
removed in the system in a timely requires that accounts that have not been used 
manner.in 30 days be deactivated.
 
Develop· and implement procedures
 • An excessive number of individuals had user .1 • 
to require a periodic review of.administrator capabilities within. until the 
accounts and their associated implementation of the centralized user 
privileges be reviewed for management (August 19, 2007). ..
 appropriateness.
Specifically, four individuals had 

unauthorized access during this time. • Configure th.e~em to track and 
lock inactive _ accounts in Additionally, once centralized user 
compliance with DRS requirements. management was implemented we noted the 

• Remove all generic shared system 
use offour ...e.n•.e.rl.·..C ...sh.ared accounts:,---,. accounts or establish individual 

accountability for these accounts. IfiiilTM~.
These' accounts have every privilege within these accounts cannot be removed, 
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CG-IT has begun to implement corrective actions to x Medium 
07-20 address the prior year findings. Specifically, we 

determined that. has implemented new 
rocedur.es to. guide theperiodie review of_ 

accounts. However, the reviews only 
cover 1% of all user accounts with roles greater 
than SelfService and that have been modified 
wit.hin the past 90 da~tion that is 
validated during this __system review 
was found to be insufficient as the user population 
ofthe system is approximately 60,000 user 

I-----,-...."",_-I-.a_ceounts. 
CG-IT~ has begun to implement corrective action to should modify procedures to include x Medium 
07-21 address th~or year finding. Specifically, we the periodic reviews ofall_ . 

noted that _ has developed and. implemented accounts to ensure that all accounts and 
a formalized process for rerres.ting and their associated privileges have 
authorizing access to . We tested this appropriate access to the system, 
process and determined it to be operating specifically sensitive areas. 
effectively. 

'Additionally,. system administrators 
implemented a review of accounts for 
terminated, transferred and retired individuals. 
This review is performed on a monthly basis to 
ensure that accounts are owned by individuals 
who are still employed by Coast Guard. 

Also, • has developed and implemented 
policies am.rrocedures thataddress the review 
of inactive· accounts and lock those that 
have been inactive for ninety (90) days. 
However, we noted that the urocedures for the 
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CG~IT Modify the _ application x Medium • 
07-22 password configurations to be 

compliant with DRS and Coast 
Guard policy. For those 

• • does not require passwords to be a requirements that cannot be 
minimum of eight characters implemented,· due to system 

limitation, implement the use of • ••does not require a combination of 
alphabetic, numeric, and special characters; mitigating controls to reduce the 

risk associated with weak •	 SAM does not restrict dictionary words; 
passwords (i.e., review invalid 

• does not restrict simple pattem • logon attempts to the system, 
=:ords; review audit logs, etc). 
_ does not restrict dictionary words •	 

elled backwards •	 Configure the. application to 
• • does notrestrict the use of proper terminate idle sessions after a 

names specified period of inactivity as 
•	 • does not restrict the use of the defmed in DRS and Coast Guard 

employee's user ill policy. 

We acknowledge that a waiver was obtained by 
USCG to address the DRS requirement that 
systems disable idle accounts after 20 minutes. 
No determination was made on the waiver for 
this NFR. 

CG~IT • While audit logging has been turned on for
 •	 Develop and implement procedures x
 High
 
07-23
 the _ database, reviews of actions being tamonitar the actions ofthe DBAs 

taken on that database are still not being for the _ application to 
performed. determine whether actions taken in 

the system environment are 
•	 We acknowledge that a waiver was obtained appropriate to their job function. 

by USCG to address the DRS requirement •	 Develop and implement procediltes 
that audit logs over the use of sensitive to periodicall	 review the actions
 
s stem utilities be reviewed. No taken b	 c=.=...:..:...==
userS while ..L- ..L- ..L -----l 
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determination was made on tlie waiver for performing operations in the
 
this NFR.
 system ana determine whether the 

actions taken by _end users are 
appropriate to theiriob function. 

CG-IT End user computing procedures have been Coast Guard should formalize the draft x Medium 
07-24 developed, but that they arec:;urrently in·draft policies that have been developed and
 

form. At the time of testing, Coast Guard was in
 implement these procedures around the
 
the process ofreviewing the procedures, but had
 calculation oftheenvirorunental .
 
not implemented the updated process. Therefore
 liability using data stored in the _
 
these procedures cannot be relied upon in order
 application.
 
to perform further testwork.
 

CG-IT Excessive access exists within the _ • Continue with efforts to reduce the x Medium • 
07-25 database. During ourFY 2007 follow-up number of users associated with the
 

testing, we noted that has reduced
 ___USER_R role and the
 
the number of individuals with access to the
 number of tables that can be
 
___USER_R role to 388 and limited the
 updated to ensure that each user has
 
number oftables that can be updated to 396.
 a business need to update each
 
Additionally, each user has been granted SQL
 table. Additionally, document a
 
flow roles within the application which limits
 mapping between the SQL flow
 
the forms. they can view and sub sequentially,
 roles and the associated database
 
the tables that the1can update in the database.
 tables that are affected.
 
However, has not documented the
 • Configure the"password
 
mapping between the SQL flo'N roles and the
 configuration to be in compliance
 
related database tables; therefore, we are
 .with DHS guidance. For those
 
unable to determine ifthe tables associated
 requirements that cannot be .
 
with each SQL flow role have be.en
 implemented, due to system
 
appropriately restricted. Additionally,
 limitation, implement the use of
 
although these 388 users are notresponsible
 mitigating controls to reduce the
 
for logging directly into the _ database to
 risk associated with weak
 
make updates and would have to have the
 passwords (i.e., review invalid
 
client SQL+ installed on their desktop, the
 logon attempts to the system,
 
risk still exists tbat these users could gain
 review audit logs, etc).
 
access to the database and modify data that
 • Ensure that a documented and
 
they are not autho~
 approved access authorization 
The and • request is completed for each 
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profiles do not meet individual prior t0f<anting him/her 
____ assword re uirements .. (Although the access to the application or 

profile was not assigned database. 
to any new users during FY 2007, users •	 Ensure that the system 
with this profile were transferred to the administrators, system owners, arid 
SECURE_LOGON profile during the fiscal databaseadrninistrators are notified 
year.) of terminated employees and 

•	 Nine out of 30 automated access request contractors so that they can be 
(AAR) forms didno.t. contain thepriVileie.s removed in the systemin a timely 
the user was to be assigned within . manner. 
Additionally, three of the 30 AARforms did •	 Develop and implement procedures 
not contain a supervisor's approval. to require. a periodic review of 

•	 ..application and database accounts are _ accounts and their 
not immediately disabled/end-dated upon an associated privileges be reviewed 
~ee or contractor's termination. for appropriateness. 

•	 _ application and database accounts .are 
not hein .. reviewed for a ro riateness.
 

CG-IT
 and systems have been configured should track and end- x Low 
07-26 to automatically end date accounts that have not date/disable••and accounts 

been used in six months; however, DRS guidance in compliance with DRS requirements. 
requires accounts that have been inactive for 30 

I--:=-==:--hdays be disabled. 
CG-IT weaknesses still exist. Specifically, we •	 Immediately deactivate accounts that x Medium 
07-27 noted that: havenot been used in 90 days. 

•	 A review of inactive accounts is not being •	 Work with the Customer Service 
performed. We noted that accounts inactive Division (CSD) at. to document 
for more than 90 days still remained active on access requests and approvals for all 
the _ application new accounts created to access the 

•	 Access request authorization forms were system and maintain those requests 
unavailable for 19 of a selected 30 individuals for at least one year. 
who had accounts created during FY 2007. •	 Implement procedures to perform a 

•	 A recertification of. accounts is not periodic review ofuser accounts on 
performed. the system and the roles associated 

•	 Terminated employees are not terminated in a with each account. 
timely manner. Reliance is placed on the •	 Work with. to receive 
compensating control ofdeactivating accounts tetinination notices ofinmviduals in a 
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timel manner so that access to the 
Gsystem can be removed in a 

timelv manner. 
CG-lT • Remove developer's elevated x Medium 
07-28 • privileges in the production 

environment. 

• • PeriodicaU 
role to 

ensure tha~rivileges 
are not available in production. 

privileges. We noted that upon
 
identification of this issue on September 26,
 
2007, the two proceduresipaCkages were·
 
removed from the
 
role.
 

CG~IT has not taken corrective action to address the Segregate the roles by requiring that the x Medium 
07-29 user roles surrounding the entering and hiring of person who enters an applicant's data is
 

an applicant by the same individual. Specifically,
 not the person that hires the applicant.
 
the individual who enters an applicant's data into
 However if the roles cannot be
 
the system also has the ability to
 segregated, implement the use of a
 
hire the applicant in the system.
 mitigating control. (i.e. have an 

independent party at • monitor _ 
_ audit trails on a regular basis to 
ensure that activities are authorized. 

CG~rr • Further develop and implement x Medium
•••has bee to take corrective actions 07-30 functional changecontrolpolices and surrounding the. functional change 

procedures to include requirements control process by developing policies and 
for requesting, testing, and approving procedures. However, upon review ofthe policies 
changes. Additionally, include the and procedures, we noted that they did not reflect 
various branches involved in the the change control process for the Matchpass 
process as well as their roles and changes and did not adequately detail guidance for 
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.the change control process. Specifically, the responsibilities.
 
policy does not include requirements for I •
 Develop and implement a fonnalized
 
requesting, testing, and approving .changes prior to
 process for the retention of
 
.lementing t.he .funCtional change into the
 documentation thro.rout the change
 

production environment. We noted that
 control process for
 
the guidance is minimal in the requirements for
 ,functional changes.
 
initial approval and does not fully address the
 
testing requirements, final approvals and
 
documentation retention requirements for the
 
process.
 

CG-IT Coast Guard has and continues to operate a • Immediately implement a single, x High 
07-31 separate, infonnal and largely undocumented integrated change control process
 

change development and implementation
 over Coast Guard Financial
 
process effecting Coast Guard Financial
 Systems with appropriate internal
 
Systems, outside of and conflicting with the
 controls to in include clear lines of
 
formal change control process. This informal
 authority to 'Coast Guard financial
 
script development and implementation process
 management personnel,enforced
 
began with the Sleme.ntationof. in June
 responsibilities of all participants in
 
of2003. reports that the
 the process and documentation
 
documentation and tracking ofthe scripts was
 requirements
 
not developed until June 0£20Q5 but is unable to
 • Continue with plans to further 
provide a complete population of implemented commence an in depth examination 
scripts, to include the type, purpose and intended of the Coast Guard Financial 
effect on fmancial data. Theimplemented Systems with an external 
pro.cess is ineffective as the approval, testing independent organization trained in
 
and documentation procedures of the script
 financial infonnation systems, 
changes are not appropriately designed and the process analysis and with a
 
current process is ineffective to control the
 demonstrated understanding of the 
intended and actual effect on financial data. federal accounting environment to 

determine the root causes and 
specific, detailed actions necessary 
to correct the conditions that 
caused scripts as well as manual 
adjustments to be implemented. 
Coast Guard's root cause analvsis 
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needs to specifically determine if 
the causes are process or system 
driven to detennine the appropriate 
corrective actions. 

•	 In conjunction with item number two 
above, begin an in depth examination 
to determine and document, in detail, 
the. effects of the identified root 
causes and implemented automated 
and manual adjustments on fmancial 
data and affected financial statements 
for prior reporting periods and make 
appropriate restatements, if 
necess 

CG·IT Coast Guard does not maintain a centralized Coast Guard Headquarters should x Medium
 
07-32
 listing of contract personnel, including implement policies and procedures to
 

employment status, such as start date and
 track the status of Coast Guard
 
termination date, so that·system accounts can be
 contractors.
 
timely updated.
 

CG-IT Coast Guard does not consistently notify system Coast Guard Headquarters should x Medium
 
07-33
 owners that individuals are terminating from the develop a method to inform system
 

Coast Guard so that system accounts can be
 owners that individuals are tenninating
 
updated timely,
 from the Coast Guard and that their 

systems access should he locked andlor 
removed upon their termination from the 

...,,-----::- -:-__---:-__:--__-+Coast Gu:::ar:-::d:.:...--:-:--:----:---:------t----.,..--t--~;---_t-_;;_;;_:::_:_-___j 
CG-IT hashe~ take corrective actions. . .. should implement the X Medium 
07c34 surrounding the _ change control process by following:
 

furth.e.r. deve~ policies and procedures to . • Approve· and compl.e~e~ach field
 
address the _ change control process for both related to the SCR Within PVCS
 
scheduled changes and emergency changes. Tracker in accordance with the
 
However upon review of a selection of changes, documented requirements of the
 
we detennined that is not consistently Finance Center StaffInstmctions.
 
implementing the policies and procedures.. • Ensure that the infonnation
 
Specifically, we inspected documentation retained in the Tracker includes
 
associated with 25 system changes and detennined detailed documentation
 
that supporting documentation (i.e., test plans,
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evidence oftesting,and approvals to move the surrounding test plans, testing, and
 
change. into production) were not available for the
 approving changes and emergency
 
twenty (20) ofthe changes and emergency
 changes.
 
changes selected for testing.
 •	 Ensure that all changes follow the. 

change control process and are
 
Additionally, one of the changes provided for
 tested and fully pass testing prior to
 
testing,indicated in the initial tests that an error
 approval to move the change into
 
was occurring in the pre-production instance.
 production. 
Documentation indicated that developers worked 
on this change to eliminate the error and the 
change finally passed testing. However, upon 
review of the approval to move the change into 
production, we noted that the change was 
approved prior to the change being tested and 
passed appropriatelY. 

CG-IT Policies and procedures for the overall change should complete the following: x High 
07-35 control icess surrounding.,. and • Continue to develop and implement a
 

.changes and emergency changes are
 more detailed change control policy
 
inadequate. Specifically procedures detail the
 arid procedure to formally defIne the
 
overall icessan.d phases for••an.d
 chanlie control p.race.. ss for.•• 

change control, but lack detailed and-. to include the
 
guidance for the roles and responsibilities
 different roles and responsibilities
 
executedby personnel and do not
 that personnelwithin Coast GUard
address emergency changes. Additionally,
 must complete.
 

is not consistently retaining
 Additionally, ensure that the policies
 
documentation to support the change control and
 and procedures developed include the
 
emergency change control process.
 emergency change control. 

•	 Develop and implement policies and 
procedures to specifIcally address 
initial approvals of the changes 
proposed by the software vendor, 
including technical changes, testing 

involved, and.adiildi.·t.io.n.al testing 
performed by. 

•	 Continue to develop and implement a 
formalized nrocess for the retention 
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CG-lT Ie.chnical testing identified patch m~emen.t 
07-36 weaknesses on hosts supporting the _ and. 

applications which could allow for a remote 
attacker to gain full control of the affected host 
and could lead to the compromise of the x Highavailability, confidentiality and integrity of.
 
and. data. .
 

CG"IT
07-37 

Technical testing"identified configuration
 
management weaknesses on hosts supporting the
 
• and. applications. Specifically, servers x Highwere identified with excessive access privileges, 
and password and auditing configuration 
weaknesses. 

CG"IT x Medium 
07-38 

•	 Ensure that all_ 
changes are tested and that the test 
results are reviewed and arroved 
by the appropriate 
management prior to 
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Additionally, the systems personnel moving the implementation in the production
 
program changes into production informed us that
 environment.
 
they do not sign off on the Request Change to
 • Require that all individuals that
 
TIER Database forin after moving the change as
 have a role in the change control
 
required by the procedures.
 process complete the appropriate 

fields in the Request Change to 
TIER Database form. 

CG-IT Coast Guard is making progress in the number of Coast Guard should complete the process x Low
 
07-39
 background investigation records that remain to be of restoring the background investigation
 

restored. However, Coast Guard has not
 records of their military and civilian
 
completed the process offiling the records that
 personnel that were not included during
 
were recovered and recreating of the records that
 the migration of records from the
 
were not found during the migration of records
 Department of Transportation to DBS.. 
from the Department ofTransporfation to DHS. 

CG-IT Civilian background investigations and Coast Guard should completion of
 
07-40.
 reinvestigations are not being performed in performing initial background
 

accordance with DHS guidance. Specifically,
 investigations and reinvestigations for
 
sixteen (16) out of twenty (20) individual
 civilian employees in accordance with
 
background investigations reviewed did not meet
 DBS directives.
 
the DRS minimum standard of investigation of an
 
Minimum Background Investigation (MBl) per
 x Medium
DHS4300A 

cG-IT should comeete corrective x Low
 
07-41
 actions to update the C&A 

package in accordance with DBS and 
NIST guidance. For example, 
appropriately complete steps to 
accurately defme subsystems and 

• System boundary definitions do not fully system boundaries, remote connections
 
reflect the systems environment in which
 and the new ••build.. 
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Coast Guard operates; 

•	 C&A does not reflect system changes made
 
i~.upgrade; and
 
_ is classified by Coast Guard as a
 •	 
subsystem of•. However, we noted that
 
there is no documentation within the •
 
•	 stem secUD.'ty plan.(SSPJ.that de.fines
 

as a subsystem and specifically
 
addresses the appropriate security controls
 
for in this capacity according to
 
NIST requirements for subsystems.
 

•••management indicated that C&A
 
Packaye is in the process ofbeing updated due
 
to the. • build. However, the process has
 
not vet been completed.
 

CG-IT .As a result of our audit test work and supported • Continue to implement and monitor x High 
07-42 by all the IT NFRs issued during the current complianc.e with DRS, Coast
 

year, we determined that Coast Guard is non
 Guard and Federal security policies
 
compliant with the Federal Financial
 and procedures in the areas of:
 
Management Improvement Act (FFMIA) in an
 
infonnation technOlogy perspective and in the
 • Change Controls 
following areas:. 

• Access Controls 
• Entity-wide Security Plarming • Computer Security Act Requirements,
 

including aspects of the Federal Information
 • Service Continuity
 

Security Management Act (FISMA)
 • Segregation ofDuties 
• System Documentation • System Software 
• Internal Controls • Application Controls 
• Training and User Support 
• System Maintenance • Develop and implement corrective 
• System Information Flow action plans to remediate the NFRs 

issued during the FY 2007 audit. 
These corrective action plans 
should be developed from the 

erspective .of the identified root 
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cause oithe weakness. In addition 
the IT NFRs should not be assessed 
as individual issues to ftx, but 
instead, should be assessed 
collectively based upon the area 
where the weakness was identifted. 
This approach.would enable a 
corrective action that would be 
more holistic in nature, thereby 
leading to a more efficient and 
effective process of fixing the 
controls that are not operating 
effectively. 
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he Business Contingency and Disaster Recovery Plan is 
'n draft form and has not yet been tested, 

CG 06-02 comprepensive incident capability that includes designated response 
eam members and procedures for incident handling to help ensure that x he incident is properly handled has not been documented and 
'm·.lemented. 

CG 06-03 Configuration weaknesses over workstations allowed USers to 
odify sensitive workstation system and security settings. During our 

est work, using a network user account provided with 
ordinary privileges, we were able to successfully: . 

• Disable the desktop's anti-virus; X 
• Change the screen saver setting to remove the password-locking 

feature; and 
• Increase the time period for the screen saver activation 

significantly. 

CG lthough backup tapes for and the are created on a regular 
asis, testinwrocedures.have not been documented in accordance 
ith Instruction. 

x 

CG 06-05 lthough a change control process has been established and 07-34 
documented for _ the process is not consistently followed. The 
appropriate approvals are not consistently documented within PVCS 

racker prior to implementation. Out of a selection of 30 _ 
changes, 2 approvals were not documented. Additionally, evidence of 
esting, either through attached test plans and results or emails were not 

consistently attached to the selected SCRs within Tracker. As a result, 
evidence oftesting for 7 out ofthe 30 selected changes were not 
available. 

dditionally, although criticality levels [or_ changes have been 
efined, procedures for making emergency changes to _ have not 
een developed. 
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emergency procedures are in place for the evacuation 
of and its Data Center. However, no emergency re
entryptocedures exist within this directive. 

•	 No policies and procedures are in place to guide and document 
the emergency training ofData Center personnel. 

•	 Weaknesses exist in the implementation of least privilege 
regatdinggranting access to the Data Center personnel. 
Specifically, two out of the fifteen personnel forms selected, 
granted twenty-four hour access to individuals on the janitorial 
staff. 

CG he passwords for are not required by the system to be 8 07-03 
characters in length or contain a combination of alphabetic, numeric 
and/or special characters. Due to lack ofvendor support, there is 

ncertainty to the feasibility of implementing stronger password 
controls. 

CG 06-08 periodic review of access lists was not conducted to 07-20 and 
ensure that userS had the correct access privileges. Additionally, we 07-29 
determined that an applicant could be entered and hired by the same 
individual. The process oftransitioning an applicant to an employee 
·s in an audit trail; however this audit trait is not reviewed on a 
egular basis. 

CG ccess authorization requests for ids did not indicate the roles 07-21 
r menus necessary for the user to perform job functions; rather 
cc.es.s. authorization.s identi.fied a current. user With.. simil~ileges 
hat could be copied to create the privileges for the new _ id. 
dditionally, requests for new accounts are accomplished via email, 

and the system administrator did not routinely retain these emails 
rior to January 2006. 

CG	 • Formal documented procedures are not in place over system 07-05 
software changes, related to z/OS, DB2, and_; 

•	 A testing baseline for system software changes has not been 
established and documented; 

• • does not formally document and maintain the following for 
each system software change: 

System software change request and authorization of the 
request; 
Test plan documentation and test results; 
Approval for migration of system software changes into 
production; and 

•	 The audit trail of system software changes is not periodically 
reviewed. 

CG 06-11 'est plans and test results for application changes were not 07-13 
oonsistently documented and maintained. Specifically, 28 out of30 
selected alication chan es did not have test lans or test results 
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documented. Xn 11 out of 30 changes Were not approved by 
he business sponsor (user acceptance approval) and 4 out of 30 . 

~~~n;::d~~;i::~~:~~~~rr:~ ~~~: peer r;;~~:~:sri:~~~~:~~~i~~~ 
G ole 

I--~~,.--~+-~~----J ~~~~~---'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---'-~~-+--~~~-+--~~~~--1 

CO .06-12 passwords are not in compliance with the DRS password 07-07 
oHcy. The _ systems does not enforce the following 07-08 
assword rules: 07-11 

• passwords are to be eight characters in length 
• passwords are to include alphabetic, numeric, and special 

characters 
• passwords are not be the same as the previous eight passwords 

We determined that _ sessions are not timed out following 20 
minutes ofinactivity and accounts are not disabled following a 
period of 90 days of inactivity. 

During our testing of_accounts with special attributes, we 
determined that two ge.n.eric accounts have access to..and 

. . Additionally, we determined that th~ 
and settings were not enabled. Furthermore, four 

aCCOllnts a~si .ned to personnel had both and 
, two ofwhich were system programmers. 

co 06-13 Outgoing Personnel forms were not documented for two out of nine 07-04 
elected users. These two individuals retained access to the _ 

system with read only access. 

co 06-14 • Excessive access privileges have been granted within the 07-25 
database. 

• Password configurations for the SECURE--,LOGON and 
SECUREJDGON2profiles have been configured to permit 
passwords to be a minimum of six characters in length. 
Additionally, the password history requirement is the only 
password requirement that has been configured fO.r the 

profile. 
• Audit logging has not been enabledwithin the" application 

or database. 
• Documented access request forms could not be located for nine 

out of 22 new _ users granted access to the application. 
Additionally, although the automated access request forms for 
the other 13 out of 22 new _ users granted access to the 
application were approved, the level ofaccess/privileges 
associated with the new user were not documented on the access 
request form. 

• Individuals who are no longer employed with _were 
found to have aotive accounts within _. 

• ..account reviews have not been perform~d on a periodic 
basis. 
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eaknesses were noted in regard to these personnel entrance 
nd exit procedures for civilian, contractor ana military personnel. 

Specifically, out of fifteen entrance check-in sheets inspected, thirteen 
ere incomplete or did not exist. Additionally, out of fifteen exit X 

check-out sheets inspected, only four were received from our sample 
selection, and none ofwhich were complete. 

CG 06-16 • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

PasSWord configurations for have been not configured to 07-19 
maintain the password history for each account. 
Users are not locked out oftheir. accounts after three invalid 
logon attempts. 
Policies and procedures for application and database audit log 
management have not been documented. 
Documented access request fonus could not be located for three 
out ofnine new. users granted access to the application. 
• accounts are not immediately disabled upon an employee's 
tenuination. Specifically three civilians tenuinated employment 
with 

has not been configured to track and deactivate accounts 
that have not been used in 90 days. 
• account reviews have not been performed on a periodic basis 
and results ofthe reviews are not maintained. 
An excessive number of individuals have user administrator 
ca abilities within 

CG 06-17

CG 06-18 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Password configurations for application and database have been 07-18 
configured to penuit passwords to bea minimum of six 
characters in length. 
Users are not locked out of their. application aCCOUl,'lts after 
three invalid logon attempts. 
Audit logging has not been el1abled within the. application or 
database. 
Individuals who are no longer employed with _ were 
found to have active accounts within •. 
• account reviews have not been perfonued on a periodic 
basis. 

Password configurations for the application and database have 07-17 
been configured to permit passwords to be a minimum of six 
characters in length 

Policies and procedures for application and database audit log 
~nt have not been documented. 
__account reviews have not been perfonued on a 
periodic basis. 

CG 6-19. Manager Review of System Administration Monitor Procedures 
have been developed that guide managers in performing periodic 
system administration monitoring reviews. However, the 

X 

Informatio'n Technol
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procedures do not note the periods of review that are being 
monitored, who is responsible for performing the reviews and 
evidence that the manager review was performed could only be 
obtained for March 2006. Additionally, although the manager 
reviews Were implemented in March 2006, for the first half of the 
fiscal year, October through March, ..system administration 
monitoring was not performed by a manager or group outside of 
the three systems administrators during that time period. 

•	 The access Teges.t fbrm for one.out offour indivl.·duals granted 
access to since October 1,2005, did not contain the 
supervisor's approval. 

•	 The account of a contractor that left _ in October 2005 
remained active until May 2006. 

CG 06-20 ••• Security Configuration Management Plan does not exist 

ha.t clearlY ...de.. lin.ea.te.s th.e rolesand. rewonsibilities. between Global 
Computer Enterprises (GCE), and the . . GCE is the 
oranization under contract by Coast Guard to manage the. and 

software. prOfT.a.m~. C.'onsequentl~, the System Sec?rity Plans for 
he and applIcatIOns do not Include key securIty control x 
'nfbrmation. Specifically, the plans do not include information on the 
current security configuration management process, including 

elineation of responsibilities for all involved parties, The System 
Security Plans were otherwise compliant with current NIST guidance. 

CG 06-21 Coast Guard Headquarters is in the process of developing policy that 07-14 
addresses role-based training requirements for individuals with 
critical IT positions. However, currently this Training and Education 

Ian is still in draft form and no policies and procedures exist that 
equire critical IT personnel to continue their education through role
ased training. 

CG 06-22 OAA forgotten widows, member type 1384, are not designed to be 
excluded from theacmarial data file created annually to estimate the 

ension liability for the Coast Guard. Forgotten widows are the 
urvivors ofretired personnel who died before any survivor benefit 
rogr.am was enacted.. Theprl.ram isdesi.gned t.o excl.ude tho.se x
ember es included in the I group identified in the 
•••• Cobol program, which does not contain member type 

1384. All member types notin the group are included in 
he acmarialliability file. 

CG 06-23

CG 06-24 

x 
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CG 06-25 o documentation exists for the change contr.rocess, induding the 07-02 
emergency changes process, surrounding the arlication. 

lthough a developMmt server exists for the application, 
man,age,men,t indicated that the alca,tion version, 6.0.l3was t,heO,nlY 
version implemented for in 2003 and no changes or updates 
ave been made since. 

CG 06-26 During technical testing patch management weaknesses were identified 07-36 
on hosts supporting the .,_ and _ applications. Many of 

ese vulnerabilities could allow a remote attacker to gain full control 
of the affected host andcould~ead to the com romise of the 

CG 06-27 
availability, confidentiality and integrity of ...:ca::::n.::.d ---.:::.d.::.at""a'--j.-----+-----,,-=-=--=-----1 

id~~~~:~c~~~~~t:e:~;;o~:~~~ation ~anar::;_:~~~:t::s~ 07-3'7 

CG 06-28 

Sp
and 

• 

•	 

ecifically, servers were identified with excessive access privileges, 
assword and auditin confi ration weaknesses. 

Coast Guard has not completed the proceSs of filing the records 07-39 
that were recovered and recreating of the records that were not 07-40 
found during the migration of records from the Department of· 
Transportation to DRS. 
Civilian background investigations and reinvestigations are not 
being consi~te,ntl~,~~tf,',ormed. specifi.'~e .(3) out of Seven 
(7) newly hIred clVllIan employees at _ dId not have any 
record.of a b~ck~round inveSti'~tion on file,' Additiona,lly, for 
the re-mvestIgatIon of employees, four (4) out of five 
(5) GS employees selected did not have a current investigation 
on file. 

CG 06-29 

Information Te

•	 Position sensitivity level distinctions for civilian personnel with 
access to DRS information systems at are not accurately 
depicted. Specifically, of the selection ofposition descriptions 
received, nine ('1) out of ten (l0) had non_critical position 
sensitivities although their job functions were that ofIT personnel 
with advanced access to the DRS system: 

Coast Guard has and continues to operate a separate, informal and 07-31 
argely undocumented change development and implementation 

. rocesS effecting Coast Guard Financial Systems, outside of and 
conflicting with the formal change control proceSS. This informal 
script development and implementation process began with the 
'mplementation of. in June of2003.' reports that the 
documentation and tracking of the scripts was not developed until 
une of 2005 but is unable to provide a complete population of 

'mplemented scripts, to include the type, purpose' and intended effect 
on financial data. The implemented process is ineffective as the 
approval, testing and documentation procedures of the script changes 
are not appropriately designed and the current process is ineffective 
o control the intended and actual effect on financial data. 
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CG 06-30 A copy of the Disaster Recovery Plan has 07-12 • 
been completed. However, the plahhas not been tested. 

• The DRP for the Naval Engineering Supply Support System 
( ) has been completed. However, testing ofthe _ 
DRP has not taken place. The projected completion date is October 
2006. 
The DRP for the _ has been completed. • 
However, testing~duledto take place by the 
end ofthe year. 

• A copy of the Memorandum ofDnderstanding (MOD).• between 
and two other Coast Guard components who the. must 

rely on for various reaSons at the off-site facility was cited in the 
Disaster Recovery Plan. 

• A finalized contract with the off-site facility was cited in the 
Disaster Recovery Plan. However, we were unable to obtain the 
signature page for it during our audit field work. 

CG 06-31 During our FY 2006 follow-up testing, we determined that had 07-15 
aken corrective action on several ofthe previouslynoted 

vulnerabilities, however several remained. The remaining 
ulnerabilities are in the following four areas: 

• Account management -2 high-risk vulnerabilities and 4 medium
risk vulnerabilities 

• Configuration management - 2 medium-risk vulnerabilities 

• Patch management - 3 high-risk vulnerabilities 

CG 06-32 uring ou.r FY 2006 testing, we determined that none of the prior 07-15 
ear vulnerabilities were corrected. As a result, the vulnerabilities 
resent in FY 2006 are in the following four areas: 

• Auditmanagement ~2 medium risk vulnerabilities 
• Configuration management - 3 high, 6 medium and 11 low risk 

vulnerabilities 

• Password management - I high and 5 medium risk vulnerabilities 

• Patch management- 11 high, 12 medium andJ2low risk 
vulnerabilities 

CG 06-33 contracts· the maintenance of their information systems 
software and hardware for the Superdome superco~r, which 
ouses the four production databases including the _ production x 

database, to Hewlett Packard {HP) through two separate service 
agreements. One of the service contracts is valid untIl 2007 for a 
se ment of their computer software and hardware. However, the 
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portion of 's Superdome equipment is covered under 
a maintenance confra-C:rtlmt expired on May 31,2006. -has 
equested a renewal of this contract however the request is still 
ending and there is no other contractual agreement to cover the 
aintenance oftheir software and hardware during this lapsein 

service contracts. 

CG 06-34 07-10 • does not perform background investigations or verify that 
background investigations have been performed for contractors 
working at _, especially those with sensitive IT po.sitions. 
Specifically, _ employs 150 contractors; however, We 
were unable to obtain the status of a background investigation on 
any of them. 

• No risk levels for c.. ontr~o.nne.l wi.th. acces.. s to DBS 
infonnation systems at _ exist. Contracting personnel with 
IT job functions which require advanced access to the DBS system 
are not categorized at a higher risk level then an individual who 
uses the system with basic privileges. 

CG 06-35 he Memorandum ofUnderstanding (MOU) developed between Coast 
Guard and Treasury Finanoial Management Service addresses 
he development, management, operation, and security of a connection x 
etween systems O.Wll.e.. d b.Y.b.oth parties. The pr.evio.uslgreement 

expired in April of2006 and a current MOU between and 
reasu has not been com leted. 

CG 06-36 • Seven developers out of 15 personnel in the Business Services 07-28 
Section had inappropriate access to __DEVELOPER_R 
function" in the Production and Development environments 
allowin.g. them to it.en.tiallY circ.u.mv.ent the. ch.ange contr.ol 
process at from October 1, 2005 through August 10, 
2006. 

• We further note that 5 out of 15 personnel in the Business 
Services Section had inappropriate acCesS to functions containing 
elevated privileges in the Production and Development 
environments allowing them to update proilllld.u.ct.io.n.and potentially 
ciroumventthe change control process at. 

CG assword confiuration weaknesses associated with the 07-22 
.....11I application: 

• Passwords were not configured to require password changes every 
90 days from October 1, 2005 to February 14, 2006. 

• Passwords Were not oonfigured to require minimum length of six 
instead of eight. 

• Passwords were not configured to maintain a history of six 
passwords. . 

• Passwords were not confi red to re utre acombinatlon of 
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alphabetic, numeric, and special characters. 
•	 Passwords were not configured to restrict dictionary words 

including dictionary words spelled backwards. 

•	 Passwords were not configured to restrict simple pattern 
passwords; such as "qwerty" or "xyzI23". 

•	 Passwords were not configured to check that two identical 
characters in any position exist from the previous password. 

dditionally, we identified that the _ application is configured to 
erminate idle sessions after 30 minutes of inactivity instead of20 
inutes. 

CG he following segregation of duties weaknesses associated with the 07-23 
application. 

lication Audit Trails/Monitorin 
•	 The. application does not have the capacity to maintain 

audit trails for management review. 

ncom atible Duties 

•	 There is. o~ne indiv.idual.p. erformin.g all. DBA duties. 
The lone _ DBA actions are not reviewed for 
appropriateness, including changes to data and/or security 
profiles. 

•	 Users in the "CSDHLPDSK" group have privilege to insert data a 
the database level. 

•	 There are 17 accounts associated with the DBA role in Oracle. 
CG 06-39 here are no documented policies and procedures on the calculation of 07-24 

he environmental liability reported on the DRS Consolidated balance 
sheet. The enviroumentalliability is adjusted quarterly based on the 
data stored in the a lication. 

CG 06-40 e identified the following account management weaknesses 07-27 
associated with the _ application. ( 

nactive Accounts 

•	 A planned monthly review of inactive. application user 
accounts has not been implemented. 

•	 There are 315 active accounts that have not logged into the. 
application for 90 days. .
 

ccess Authorizations
 

•	 Access authorization documentation was not made available for 17 
out of 60 selected new _ application users. 

Lo icallPh sical Access Reviews 

•	 The. application accounts are not recertified annually to 
validate that the accounts belong to appropriate personnel. 

•	 Management is notreviewing failed logon attempts to the .-.---- - -_._-
application, 

enninationProcedures
 
Five se .arated civiliah· ersonnel had active accounts in the
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application. 
• Nine separated military personnel had active accounts in the-_ 

application. 

• Coast Guard does not maintain a centralized listing of separated 
contractors. 

CG 06-41 System change requestto modify transaction code 13(l-2 to 
utomatically reestablish the funds as obligated was implemented in 
arch 2006 within the. 3.2 build. Currently, the automated 

rocessappeared to be operating effectively. However, from October 

CG 06-42 

CG 

005 through March 2006, no mitigating controls such as procedures 
for training of staff and/or manual reviews were established to 
detennine whether or not the re-obligation should be established to 
he associated UDO balance. x 

dditionally, manag<;lment indicated that transaction code 
30 should not be automatically reestablishing the funds in the 

system, However, as we could not perfonn a complete analysis of 
he. posting logic in FY 2006 as noted in NFR Coast Guard IT

06-029, transaction code 230, as well as other codes, may still 
contain errors as ofSeptember 30,2006. 

had not developed fonnal change control procedures 07-30 
ocumenting the requirements for altering the criteria used in 

to match transactions. Functional changes are required 
hen initially establishing a matching process or when the 

accounting operations team identifies that transactions that should be 
atching are not correctly matching in the system. 

ollcies androcedures surrounding the change control proc<;lss for 07-38 
needs improvement. Specifically, no policies and 

rocedures exist for: 

the testing/verification the functionality of the change in pre
production before the change is implemented in production 
the final approval of the change by_ management 

CG 06-44 

Information Te

dditionally, change control test results, as well as approvals, are not 
onsistently documented. Specifically, documentation for the two 

fonnula changes requested, did not include evidence of testing in a 
re-production instance and the final approvals of the changes when 
ey are implemented in production. Furthennore, of the five 

emained changes selected, we were unable to obtain documentation 
affinal affinal approvals for each of the five sample items approvals 
or five out of the five items. 

olleies ~n... d... rocedures for the o.v.'erall chang.eco.ntrol proceS.S 07-35 
surroundmg and. chang<;ls and <;lmergency changes are 
inadequate. Sp<;lcifically, the policies and procedures do not fully 
'nclude guidaMe for the roles and responsibilities posSesses 
'n the change control process. Additionally, they do not include 
detailed requirements and guidance on requesting changes, initial 
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approvals, testing, final approvals and documentation 

06-45 

etention requirements for changes made to the system. 

s a result of our audit test work and supported by all the IT NFRs 07-42 
'ssued during the current year, we determined that Coast Guard is 
on-compliant with the following laws and regulations: 

• Federal Inrormation Security Management Act or 2002 (FISMA) 

• Federal Financial Management Improvement Act (FFMIA) 

• Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-l30 
r 
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U.S. Depar1mBntO~I1. 
Hornelen.dSec.\Arity ... ..... . 
\JnltedSt1tes .. . 
Coast Guard 

Commandant 
United states Coast Guard 

2100 Second S~t, S.W. 
Washlngton,DC 20593-0001 
Staff Symbol: CG0821 
Pho·ne: (202) 476-3&38 
Fax:(ll0~t476'3928 
email: kUrl.e.Slelnel.@uscg.mil· 

7100 
MAR 11· 2008 

MEMORA.A~.DDUMUM..• 
From: 
~T~ 
RDML D. i.Glenn 
qOMDT (CG-6) 

Reply to 
Attn of: 

CG·621 
LT K. Steiner 
(202) 475-3638 

To:	 Mr. Frank Deffer, Assistant Inspector General. Information Techno)ogyAudits 
U.S. Department ofHomeland Security 

Subj:	 DRAFT AUDIT REPORT· INFORMAnON TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT 
LEtTER FOltTHEU.S.COAST GUARD COMPONENT OF THE FY 2007 DHS 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPSONSE 

Ref:	 ,(a) DRS Draft Audit Report l\1emorandumof 11 Feb 2008 

1. The Coast Guard ha,s reviewed reference (a) and concurs with the findings and 
recommendations. The Coast Guard will continue working withthe DHS OCFO in pursuing the 
strategy that was briefed on 7 January 2008, and will incorporate the results ofthis audit. 

2. Thank you for the opportunity to conunent on your draft audit report. 

# 

Copy: COMPT (CO-8) 
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Report Distribution 

Department of Homeland Security 

Secretary 
Deputy Secretary 
General Counsel 
Chief of Staff 
Deputy Chief of Staff 
Executive Secretariat 
Under Secretary, Management 
Commandant of the USCG 
DHS Chief Information Officer 
DHS Chief Financial Officer 
Chief Financial Officer, USCG 
Chief Information Officer, USCG 
Chief Information Security Officer 
Assistant Secretary for Policy 
Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs 
Assistant Secretary for Office of Legislative Affairs 
DHS GAO OIG Audit Liaison 
Chief Information Officer, Audit Liaison 
Director, Audit Coordination 

Office of Management and Budget 

Chief, Homeland Security Branch
 
DHS OIG Budget Examiner
 

Congress 

Congressional Oversight and Appropriations Committees, as appropriate 

Information Technology Management Letter for the USCG Component of the FY 2007 DHS Financial Statement 
Audit 



Additional Information and Copies 

To obtain additional copies ofthis report, call the Office of Inspector General 
(OIG) at (202) 254-4199, fax your request to (202) 254-4305, or visit the OIG web 
site at www.dhs.gov/oig. 

OIG Hotline 

To report alleged fraud, waste, abuse or mismanagement, or any other kind of 
criminal or noncriminal misconduct relative to department programs or 
operations: 

• Call our Hotline at 1-800-323-8603; 
• Fax the complaint directly to us at (202) 254-4292; 
• Email us at DHSOIGHOTLINE@dhs.gov; or 
•	 Write to us at: 

DHS Office of Inspector GenerallMAIL STOP 2600, Attention: 
Office of Investigations - Hotline, 245 Murray Drive, SW, Building 410, 
Washington, DC 20528. 

The OIG seeks to protect the identity of each writer and caller. 




